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We found a rotating global structure induced by the dynamical force of local chemical activity in a thin
solution layer of excitable Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction coupled with diffusion. The surface flow and defor-
mation associated with chemical spiral waves wavelength about 1 mm represents a global unidirectional
structure and a global tilt in the entire Petri dish 100 mm in diameter, respectively. For these observations, we
scanned the condition of hierarchal pattern selection. From this result, the bromomalonic acid has an important
role to induce the rotating global structure. An interaction between a reaction-diffusion process and a surface-
tension-driven effect leads to such hierarchal pattern with different scales.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Functional order associated with self-organized and hier-
archical pattern formation is observed in biological and
chemical systems 1–4. Some of these systems are used to
convert chemical energy into mechanical work. Typical ex-
amples are the contraction of cardiac muscles induced by
calcium waves 5, the molecular motor induced by adeno-
sine triphosphate ATP 6,7, and so on. Complicated but
coherent pattern dynamics, which cannot be understood
within chemical reactions coupled with molecular diffusion,
have also been revealed 8–18. An excellent example is the
swelling or shrinking motions of media made of
N-isopropylacrylamide NIPA gel, which depend on the
concentrations of the oxidized and reduced catalysts i.e.,
chemical pattern in Belousov-Zhabotinsky BZ reaction
8,9. Another example is the convective flow initiated by a
nonuniform spatial distribution of surface tension produced
by chemical activity, such as the movement of a droplet of
BZ solution 10 and an accelerating single chemical wave
11–13.
A hierarchical self-organized order of superimposed spiral
waves with different scales and mechanistic origins also ap-
pears in a system that connects two complex phenomena
involving the coupling of a reaction-diffusion pattern with
convection 14–17. Chemical waves initiate a macroscopic
propagating convective flow pattern with surface deforma-
tion, called a flow wave. Its wavelength is 50 times larger
than that of the chemical waves. The pattern dynamics link
two different hierarchical levels of structure formation, i.e.,
the reaction-diffusion pattern and the convection with sur-
face deformation induced by the reaction-diffusion pattern.
Chemomechanical transduction in a reaction-diffusion-
convection system offers wide flexibility for designing a hi-
erarchical structure in nonlinear systems far from equilib-
rium.
Numerical computation of surface-tension-driven convec-
tion depending on the distribution of BZ pattern has been
performed by solving reaction-diffusion-advection equations
coupled with the Navier-Stokes equation with no surface in-
terface deformation 19–23. These studies suggest that the
scale of convective flow corresponds to the scale of chemical
patterns. The complexity of flow waves at larger scales arises
from the fact that it is nontrivial to describe them by a model
with coupling only between chemical activities and surface-
tension-driven convection.
In this Rapid Communication, we observed surface flow
directions and surface deformation associated with chemical
spiral waves in a thin solution layer of BZ reaction with a
free surface. From these observations, we demonstrate syn-
chronization of convective flow and the rotating flow wave
with surface deformation. We demonstrate a structure caused
by interaction between the reaction-diffusion process and a
surface-tension-driven effect with rotating surface motion via
chemomechanical transduction in an excitable system.
II. EXPERIMENT
We performed experiments under the condition that only
the rotating flow wave appeared in the container. Experimen-
tal conditions were as follows: 8.08 ml of prepared BZ solu-
tion was poured into a 100-mm-diameter Petri dish, and the
thickness of the BZ solution layer was about 1 mm. The BZ
solution was composed of 48 mM NaBr, 340 mM NaBrO3,
95 mM malonic acid, 378 mM H2SO4, and 3.5 mM ferroin
as the catalyst and indicator. The Petri dish was covered with
a glass plate to prevent evaporation after a pair of chemical
spiral cores had been initiated at its center. An air gap of
about 20 mm existed between the surface of the solution and
the glass plate. During the experiments, room temperature
was maintained at 251 °C.
Two types of observations were performed. First, we ob-
served the direction of convective flow on the BZ solution
surface at local points. For these observations, we mixed*tatsu@physics.s.chiba-u.ac.jp
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polystyrene particles into the solution; the particles had no
influence on any chemical reactions 14,15. These particles
were illuminated by He-Ne laser light. Particle motion was
detected using a charge coupled device CCD camera
through a microscope. At the same time, we observed chemi-
cal activity and flow wave patterns using another CCD cam-
era with a 490 nm interference filter above the Petri dish. The
selected optical wavelength corresponds to the maximum
difference between the absorption of oxidized and reduced
forms of the catalyst. Further details about the experimental
equipment were reported earlier 15. Second, we observed
surface deformations of the BZ solution using a Fizeau in-
terferometer FT-60LD, Mizojiri. The observation area was
60 mm in diameter at the center of the Petri dish. Optical
flat-base glass  /10 was used as cover glass to avoid fringe
pattern deformations caused by the cover glass. Fringe pat-
terns detected using the CCD camera and a video recorder
were analyzed by an inverse cosine function method 24.
III. RESULTS
At the beginning of our experiments, a pair of spiral cores
was initiated at the center of the Petri dish. The chemical
spiral cores rotated with a period of about 18 s and became a
source of chemical wave train, which propagated from the
center to the edge of the Petri dish with a minimum wave-
length about 1 mm. At around 15 min after the spiral cores
were initiated, a rotating flow wave appeared spontaneously.
In this time, the chemical wave pattern had already filled the
Petri dish. Time sequences of the rotating flow wave repre-
sented as brighter regions are shown in Fig. 1. The tip of the
rotating flow wave was located near the chemical spiral
cores. This rotating flow wave had a period of about 30 s and
continued until 30 min after the spiral cores were initiated.
Here, the direction of the observed surface flows at three
points was overlaid on the time sequence of rotating flow
waves in Fig. 1. The surface flow was always running, i.e.,
the velocity of surface flow was always nonzero, and the
directions of the surface flow rotated continuously. This ro-
tation had the same period as the rotating flow wave and was
synchronized with the rotating flow wave pattern. When the
flow wave pattern brighter areas in Fig. 1 passed the obser-
vation points, surface flows were directed almost inward see
Figs. 1b-3 and 1c-4. On the other hand, when the flow
wave pattern was located at the opposite side of the obser-
vation points, the surface flows were directed outward see
Figs. 1b-3 and 1c-2.
Figure 2 shows surface deformations of the rotating flow
wave. These surface deformations are based on the fringe
patterns captured by a Fizeau interferometer. The global sur-
face tilt was certainly not due to tilting of the Petri dish with
respect to the ground. The vertical interval between the high-
est and lowest parts is about 3 m. The normal vector of the
tilting surface rotated with a period of about 30 s, the same at
that of the flow wave.
IV. DISCUSSION
The two types of observation were combined to determine
the entire surface flow structure of the rotating flow wave. In
the first experiments, surface flow directions were synchro-
nized with the rotating flow wave pattern at each observation
point, as shown in Fig. 1. The surface flow always pointed in
the same relative direction against the rotating flow wave
pattern. From this feature, it is natural to suppose that the
surface flow structure was unique to the flow wave pattern.
Thus, we should be able to determine the entire surface flow
structure by superimposing the directions of surface flow
over one period of the rotating flow wave onto the flow wave
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FIG. 1. Time series of flow wave patterns and flow direction on
the solution surface. Pattern contrasts are emphasized so that only
the flow wave pattern appears as a brighter area. The method of
flow wave visualization is described in Ref. 14. The white dots are
the observation points of surface flow. The white lines indicate the
direction of flow at the observation points; a r=0 mm, b r
=33 mm, and c r=66 mm. r is the distance between the obser-
vation points and the chemical spiral cores. The direction of the
flow wave rotation was random in each experiment. In this Rapid
Communication, we used only clockwise rotating flow waves be-
cause the essential characteristics of both counterclockwise and
clockwise rotating flow waves are the same. The time interval of the
figures is about 8 s. The scale bar in a-1, b-1, and c-1 is 10





FIG. 2. Time series of analyzed surface deformation. The obser-
vation region is a circular region with a radius of 60 mm. The time
interval of the figures is about 7.5 s. The distance between the
highest and lowest parts is about 3 m. The scale bar in a is 10
mm. Movies of the fringe pattern and surface deformation are avail-
able 27.
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pattern in a single figure Fig. 3. As seen in the determined
surface flow structure, the surface flow was almost unidirec-
tional globally, and the surface flow structure rotated periodi-
cally and was synchronized with the rotating flow wave.
From the second observation, global surface deformations
were detected. We could not directly observe the relationship
between the surface deformations and the flow wave pattern.
However, the relationship between surface deformation and
the surface flow structure should be inferred from the results
of previous studies: the surface rises where surface flows
converge 15. In the first experiments, the surface flows ran
globally from the brighter part to the darker part of the ro-
tating flow wave pattern, so the surface flow converged to
the darker part. Therefore, lower and higher areas of the
surface should correspond to brighter and darker parts of the
rotating flow wave pattern, respectively. From these two es-
timations, the surface structure induced by chemical spiral
waves is finally seen to be working as a rotary surface de-
formation motion, as shown in Fig. 3.
In the rotary surface deformation motion, the global uni-
directional surface flow and the globally tilted surface were
rotating and synchronizing with the rotating flow wave pat-
terns, which had a larger scale than that of the chemical
wavelength. Thus, chemical species should have the same
large-scale spatial gradient as the flow structure if they are to
produce such a large-scale flow structure. Such chemicals
should have longer time scale dynamics than the chemical
oscillation period because if they have the same time scale as
the chemical oscillations, they might produce a spatial struc-
ture at the same scale as the chemical wavelength. Many
chemicals change slowly with repeating chemical oscillation
in a BZ batch system. In particular, bromomalonic acid
BrMA, one such chemical species, is known as a surfactant
25. Thus, there is some possibility that the spatial gradient
of BrMA induces the flow wave patterns on the chemical
pattern formation. To verify this possibility, we scanned the
flow wave patterns in initial concentrations of BrMA and
malonic acid MA. The reason we chose an initial concen-
tration of MA as an experimental parameter was that MA
changes to BrMA through oscillations. In each experiment,
the initial concentrations of the BZ solution were determined
to the desired concentrations by using the five stock solutions
and the chemical reaction formula described in Ref. 26.
Other conditions were the same as in the previous experi-
ments. The spiral and circular flow wave patterns depended
on the initial concentrations of MA and BrMA, as shown in
Fig. 4. For the appearance of these flow wave patterns, an
upper limit of the BrMA initial concentration existed. There-
fore, BrMA is an important component that makes the
chemical-driven surface motion.
In summary, we observed surface flow directions and sur-
face deformation of the rotating flow wave with two obser-
vation methods. From the results of these observations, we
have determined the surface flow structure of the rotating
flow wave. The structure was synchronized with the flow
wave pattern and had a larger scale than the chemical wave-
length.
The BrMA had an important role in inducing the flow
wave pattern. The spatial gradients of the BrMA concentra-
tion change the spatial gradients of surface tension because
the surface tension changes with BrMA concentration 25.
These surface tension deformations induce flow dynamics
and flow wave patterns. Therefore, the pattern hierarchy in-
duced by the BZ reaction, which has hierarchal time evolu-
tion, i.e., the time evolution hierarchy caused the hierarchal
pattern: a flow wave pattern of 50 mm scale on the chemical
patterns having a 1 mm wavelength. Chemomechanical
transduction leads to a hierarchal order caused by interaction
between the reaction-diffusion process and a surface-tension-
driven effect. Such chemomechanical transduction provides
wide flexibility for designing hierarchal patterns with dy-
namical forcing.
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FIG. 3. Schematic view: time evolution of surface flow structure
and surface deformation. The global structure of surface flows is
determined from chemical wave pattern contrasts and surface flow
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FIG. 4. Dependency of flow wave patterns on initial concentra-
tion of BrMA and MA. Regions I , II , and III   show a
rotating flow wave, a circular flow wave, and no flow wave, respec-
tively. Here, the circular flow wave corresponds to the faint but
bright shape of a circular structure with out- or in-going propaga-
tion. The detailed demonstration is in Refs. 14,16. Each concen-
tration was normalized by the experimental condition in Fig. 1.
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